RECKLESS RESEARCH

SOCIAL MEDIA INFLUENCERS

Methodology

Introduction

This research report is published by Reckless and explores the attitudes of

Influencer marketing. It’s a touchy subject.

marketers towards social media influencers. There were 1000 marketers, both inhouse and agency, who responded to this research request, which took the form

Ask one colleague it’s a waste of time. Ask another colleague it’s the perfect tactic

of an online, interactive survey. The research was conducted in February 2019. The

for the right client. Read a few industry articles - and a lot say it’s the big sexy thing

online survey can be found here:

to light a fyre under your marketing strategy.

https://reckless.agency/reckless-research-social-quiz/

But what’s the truth?
Well, that’s what we asked the #RecklessResearch team to find out last month.
Asking them to survey 1000 of the world’s best marketers, we’ve pulled together
a host of data to help you answer a few of those niggling questions about the
validity of influencer marketing.

Here are the results...
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The majority of marketers
have NOT used an influencer
as part of a marketing
campaign

KEY FINDINGS
47% of marketers
have used
influencers as part
of a marketing
campaign.
53% of marketers
have not used
influencers as part
of a marketing
campaign.

Big questions first. Do marketers actually use influencers in their
marketing campaigns? Considering the sheer number of articles
published on the subject, the results were quite surprising, with only
47% of the marketers we surveyed using influencers as part of a
marketing campaign.

Instagram is the most
popular influencer
marketing channel
Facebook, Instagram, Twitter. The big three platforms. But which
works best for influencer marketing? That’s the question we set 1000
marketers. Unsurprisingly, Instagram was the overall favourite, with
nearly 40% of marketers using the channel as a key part of their
influencer campaigns.

21%

32%

Twitter
47%

KEY FINDINGS

Facebook

53%

Yes

No

Facebook
performed quite
poorly in our survey
with only 32% of
marketers using
it asone of their
primary channels.
The big two
channels were
followed by Twitter
(21%) and Linkedin
(7.5%).

Which channels do you
use for influencer
marketing campaigns?

Have you used an
influencer as part of a
marketing campaign?

Instagram is the
most popular
channel to use
for influencer
marketing
campaigns with
nearly 40% of
marketers using the
channel.

7.5%

Linkedin

40%

Instagram
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Brand relevance is the most
important criteria when
choosing an influencer
If you’re planning to work with influencers, it’s important you think
carefully about which influencer strategically aligns with your business.
Picking fake influencers is a waste of money. Picking irrelevant
influencers is disastrous.

12%

Engagement
Rate
27%

15%

Brand
Relevance

Quality of
Content

How do you choose the
right influencers for your
campaign?

21%

Advertising
Cost

KEY FINDINGS
Brand relevance
(27%) is the most
important criteria
for marketers.
Relevance was
then followed
by audience
reach (25%) and
advertising costs
(21%).
Surprisingly, the
actual quality
of content (15%)
and level of
engagement an
influencer receives
(12.5%) were the
least important
criteria.

Influencer marketing
campaigns are most effective
in the travel and beauty sectors
Influencers won’t be effective in every sector. That’s a given. But which
sectors work best for influencer marketing? Well, for now anyway, it
effective, accumulating over 67% of the vote.

Entertainment
8%

31%

Travel

Which sectors do you
think influencer marketing
campaigns are most
effective?

Sport

Audience
Reach

4%

Film

Manufacturing

10%

25%

Influencers are
most effective in
the travel (31%)
and beauty (37%)
sectors.
Influencers are
least effective in
the film (4%) and
manufacturing
(8%) sectors.

appears that the obvious sectors like travel and beauty, are the most

10%

KEY FINDINGS

37%

Beauty

“The most important things to consider when choosing an influencer to work with are: ‘are they
relevant to your brand’ and ‘are they relevant to your audience’. Engagement, shares and followers
are irrelevant if the influencer does not align with your brand or is sending out the wrong message.”
Beth Milligan, Content and Outreach Executive
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The majority of influencer
marketing campaigns run
quarterly

KEY FINDINGS
47% run influencer
marketing
campaigns every
quarter.

All successful marketing can be tied back to a campaign that

18% run influencer
marketing
campaigns
monthly.

consistently builds salience in the minds of your target audience.
Surprisingly then, marketers are willing to use influencers sparingly. Only
8% are willing to use influencers weekly, with the majority preferring to
invest quarterly or at product or service launches.

60% of marketers are willing
to spend £250 to £1000 on an
influencer
Another biggie. How much are marketers willing to pay for the support
of an influencer? If you’re an influencer, this is where you might start
to get a little giddy. On average, our research showed that over 60% of
marketers are willing to spend between £250 to £1000 on an influencer

19%

Product Launches

16%

11%

8%

£1000 +

£0

Weekly

Once a Year

Nearly 60% of
marketers are
willing to spend
more than £250
on an influencer
marketing
campaign.
8% of marketers
don’t want to
spend anything
on influencer
marketing
campaigns.

marketing campaign. Good numbers, if you’re an influencer.

8%

KEY FINDINGS

19%

£50 - £100

18%

On average, how much
are you willing to spend
per influencer marketing
campaign?

Monthly

How often do you run
influencer marketing
campaigns?

15%

16%

£500 - £1000
47%

£100 - £250
23%

Quarterly

£250 - £500

“Think of influencers as part of your team. They are producing content for you and they are helping to
develop your brand. They will probably even suggest different tactics specific to your brand because
they know their audience and they know what works. That’s why they are sought after influencers.
You want to ensure you work with the same influencers over a period of 3-6 months to build brand/
influencer credibility. At the end of the day, the content has to be authentic and genuine. That’s a
whole lot of work. So pay them as much as you would pay your content writers.”
Sabine Lyon, Senior Account Manager
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Only 38% of marketers
dedicated budget to influencer
marketing campaigns in 2018
If you’ve read just about any industry blog in the last year, you’d be
forgiven for thinking that at least 90% of marketers were dedicating
budget to influencer marketing. Unfortunately, our research shows that
things are a little different.

62%

38%

No

Yes

KEY FINDINGS
38% of marketers
dedicated budget
to influencer
marketing
campaigns in 2018.
62% of marketers
did not dedicate
budget to
influencer
marketing
campaigns in 2018.

78% of marketers will be
dedicating budget to influencer
marketing campaigns in 2019
But, as it turns out, those articles might be starting to do a little
influencing themselves. As our research shows, over 78% of marketers
intend to dedicate budget to influencer marketing campaigns in 2019 an increase of 40% from the previous year.

22%

78%

No

Yes

KEY FINDINGS
78% of marketers
will be dedicating
budget to
influencer
marketing
campaigns.
22% of marketers
will not be
dedicating budget
to influencer
marketing
campaigns.

Will you be dedicating
budget to influencer
marketing campaigns
in 2019?

Did you dedicate budget
to influencer marketing
campaigns in 2018?

“When working with influencers (who should be referred to and treated as collaborators) you can
produce campaigns that resonate with your mutual audience because it’s authentic, especially as the
collaborators have creative input rather than regurgitating a script given to them by a brand.
In true value creation terms, a collaboration between a brand and ‘influencer’ should create output
that’s greater than the sum of its parts and couldn’t be achieved otherwise.”
Alex Guest, Digital Marketing Director
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Brand awareness is the most
important criteria when
measuring the impact of an
influencer campaign

KEY FINDINGS
Brand awareness
(29%) is the most
important criteria
when measuring
the impact of
an influencer
campaign.

Measuring the impact of an influencer campaign is still a significant
challenge for marketers. Is it purely a revenue generation play? Or are more

Awareness is
followed by shares
(18%) and traffic
(16%) as the most
important criteria.

holistic goals like brand awareness or increasing followers more important?
For the marketers we surveyed, 29% agreed brand awareness was the key
measure, while “traffic” and “shares” surprisingly trumped revenue.

13%

All of the above
16%

14%

Revenue

Traffic
29%

Brand
Awareness

Only 42% of marketers
know the ASA influencer
marketing guidelines

KEY FINDINGS

After the complete and utter disaster that was FYRE Festival, it’s critical
marketers learn the ASA guidelines. Nearly 60% of the marketers
we surveyed don’t know the rules, and with the ASA ramping up
investigations into influencers, it won’t be long until marketers get stung.

57%

43%

43% of marketers
do know what the
ASA guidelines
say on influencer
marketing.

No

Yes

Followers are the
least important
criteria when
measuring
the impact of
an influencer
campaign.

57% of marketers
do NOT know what
the ASA guidelines
say on influencer
marketing.

Do you know what the ASA
guidelines on influencer
marketing are?

How do you measure the
success of your influencer
marketing campaigns?

18%

Shares
10%

Followers

“Influencer marketing definitely works. It’s all to do with social dynamics. We all aspire to improve.
Belong to this group but not belonging to that group. This is what influencer marketing taps into.
Does it always work? No. People are more aware of influencer marketing than they used to be, so it
needs to have some degree of authenticity, and the product needs to be aligned with the influencer.”
Matt Tilling, Optimisation Lead
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52% of marketers do not
require influencers to
disclose sponsored content

KEY FINDINGS
52% of marketers
do not require
influencers to
disclose sponsored
content.

Even worse than not knowing the rules is the, seemingly, complete
disregard of the rules. With only 47% of marketers requiring influencers
to disclose sponsored content, it really is just a matter of time until the
ASA start handing out fines.

52%

48%

48% of marketers
do require
influencers to
disclose sponsored
content.

No

Yes

Measuring the impact of an
influencer campaign remains
the biggest challenge in 2019
Influencers pose a challenge. How do you budget for them? How do
you measure the results of a campaign? How do you identify the right
influencer within that budget? As we expected, measurement is the
biggest challenge for marketers. If you can’t measure the impact of
influencers, you can’t budget for them. And if you can’t budget, you’ll
struggle to justify the expenditure.

19%

32%

Influencer
measurement
Do you require that
influencers disclose
sponsored content to
comply with
ASA guidance?

Measuring (32%)
the impact of
influencers is the
biggest challenge
to marketers .
Budgeting (27%)
and competing
(22%) for influencers
are two of the
biggest challenges
to marketers.

Influencer
Identification

What do you see as the
top influencer marketing
challenges in 2019?

22%

Influencer
competition
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27%

Influencer
budget
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